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Bitis is a genus of venomous vipers found in Africa and the southern Arabian Peninsula. It includes the
largest and the smallest vipers in the world. Members are known for their characteristic threat displays that
involve inflating and deflating their bodies while hissing and puffing loudly. The type species for this genus is
B. arietans, which is also the most widely distributed viper in Africa.
Bitis - Wikipedia
Ecotoxicology is the study of the effects of toxic chemicals on biological organisms, especially at the
population, community, ecosystem, and biosphere levels. Ecotoxicology is a multidisciplinary field, which
integrates toxicology and ecology.. The ultimate goal of this approach is to be able to reveal and to predict
the effects of pollution within the context of all other environmental factors.
Ecotoxicology - Wikipedia
YÄ±lan Ä±sÄ±rÄ±klarÄ±ndaki en yaygÄ±n semptomlar, panik, korku ve duygusal dengesizliktir. Bunlar
bulantÄ±, kusma, ishal, senkop, vertigo, taÅŸikardi ve soÄŸuk ve nemli cilt gibi semptomlara sebep olabilir.
Ã‡oÄŸu yÄ±lan Ä±sÄ±rÄ±ÄŸÄ± kurbanÄ±nda Ã¶lÃ¼m korkusu gÃ¶rÃ¼lÃ¼r.
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